Editorial

The role of medical sciences journals in the health promotion

In recent years, increasing number of journals in the field of health that publish the original or educational research articles have been provided high motivation for medical researchers. Nowadays these journals have been provided the possibility of presentation of scientific theories and articles resulted from the efforts in virtual parts, basic and clinical sciences by creating specialized and multidisciplinary settings. It seems that the major part of the promotion in the health field is because of promoting science related to this field in the medical journals. Electronic and virtual development, Facilitating the process of publishing articles and availability of journals content, leads to facilitation of difficult and time-consuming procedure of scientific materials publishing. Not only are the quantity of journals but also diversity and efficiency in creating appropriate research atmosphere important factors in motivation and encouragement in this field. Most of published articles in these topics are multidisciplinary. There were not appropriate situations for these kinds of articles in the past. With development in various fields of medical sciences such as Technology, instruments and methodology improvement in the quality of journals will be expected.
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